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LET’S READ ABOUT OBSESSED ARTISTS
by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

And many are by the obsessed artists themselves. (1) Salvador Dalí, Diary of a Genius (1965); (2) Elsa Schiaparelli, Shocking Life (1954); (3) Paul Gauguin, Noa Noa (1900); (4) Joyce Cary, The Horse’s Mouth (1944) (this is based on the life of Augustus John); (5) Amanda Vaill, Everybody Was So Young (1998) (about Gerald and Sara Murphy on Cap d’Antibes).


MIND GAMES WITH MENSA
by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

For 19 years a couple hundred people have gathered in a St. Louis hotel ballroom to test new games from toy companies. The event is sponsored by the high-IQ Mensa Society. Winners get to put a “Mensa Select” sticker on their games. The players love the intellectual challenge and the total immaturity of the experience.

Educational games are despised. Ditto political and green agendas. There’s a hard-partying wing in the crowd — “Hell’s Mensans” — founded in a Dayton, Ohio hot tub. And of course, geek romance is in the air. Jillian Sanderson, master of Zombie Pox, now has a patent-attorney boyfriend.


REAL ESTATE THRILLERS
by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

Who says we’re a nation of illiterates? A raft of thrillers by realtors has come out. Illegal adoption ring. Killing for the commission. Con artist posing as wealthy countess. All grit for the mill.

Want some titles? Vicki Doudera, A House to Die For (2010); Kat Martin, Season of Strangers (2008) (this one has realtors abducted by aliens); Bente Gallagher, A Cathrooth Business (2010).


LET’S READ SOME BOOKS FOR THE ANGLOMANIAC
by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)
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